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Abstract

This paper investigates how time to college completion affects subsequent la-
bor market outcomes. We study a recent reform in which the Italian government
consolidated the teaching offer in all universities in an attempt to decrease time to
graduation. The reform was successful in reducing the proportion of students grad-
uating late from a second level degree but worsened a variety of post-graduation
outcomes including earnings. Using this policy change as an instrumental variable,
we find that late graduation is associated with better after graduation labor market
outcomes. To disentangle the human capital effect of late graduation from work-
ing experience accumulated while still in college, we use a student choice model
combined with revealed preferences restrictions. We believe that our findings have
implications for the current policy debate as national governments are increasingly
investing in public programs explicitly aimed at reducing time to graduation.
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1 Introduction

Completing a college degree within normal completion time is becoming the exception

rather than the norm. In 2008, only 44 percent of first-time US bachelor’s degree recipients

completed the degree within four years (Cataldi et al., 2011). This share has declined for

decades, both in the US and throughout Europe (Bound et al., 2012; Brunello and Winter-

Ebmer, 2003).

This trend has not gone unnoticed: President Obama’s recent proposed expansion of

the Pell Grant program included two new stipulations (“On-Track Pell Bonus” and “Pell

for Accelerated Completion”) both intended to induce more students to complete college

degrees more quickly (US Department of Education, 2016).

Despite the significant public policy attention devoted to this topic, duration of studies

has received little attention among economists. Most studies focus on the determinants of

increased time to graduation (Garibaldi et al., 2012) and highlight only the costs associated

with staying an extra year in college: more tuition to be paid and delayed entry in the

labor market (Dynarski, 2016; Oreopoulos and Petronijevic, 2013; Bound et al., 2012).

Yet, a comprehensive public policy evaluation on time to completion must also account

for how years beyond statutory duration map into labor market outcomes. This is the

focus of this paper. The context is Italy, a country where higher education is subsidized,

and late graduation rates are among the highest among OECD countries (Garibaldi et al.,

2012; Billari and Tabellini, 2010).

Our empirical analysis leverages variation in time to completion induced by a recent

reform. Italian college students have to pass a number of mandatory exams, in order to

obtain the credits required to graduate. The reform reduced the number of these exams

without changing the amount of required credits.1 Similar to the aforementioned proposed

extensions of the Pell program, one explicit goal of the reform was to allow more students

to complete their degree in time (Stefani and Zara, 2009).

Performing an event study on virtually all Italian students who graduated in 2007-

2013, we show that the reform significantly reduced the probability of graduating beyond

nominal duration for students enrolled in second-level degrees (Laurea Magistrale).2 Co-

horts enrolling immediately after the reform were 5 percent less likely to graduate beyond

statutory duration, and we find an even stronger effect on subsequent entry-cohorts.

1For instance, under the status quo, students typically had to pass two exams in order to obtain 10
credits. The reform led to a condensation of similar courses’s material so that now a student has to pass
only one qualifying exam to obtain 10 credits.

2The Italian university system is organized in two cycles, according to the so-called Bologna process.
The first cycle is called Laurea Triennale with nominal duration of three years which gives access to the
second cycle, Laurea Magistrale, with nominal duration of two years.
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In light of these findings, we investigate whether the exposure to the reform can be

used as an instrument to estimate the labor market effect of time to completion. A

potential concern with this strategy is that students under the reform might be learning

less, therefore accumulating less human capital in a way that is not captured by associated

changes in time to graduate.

We provide both qualitative and quantitative evidence against this hypothesis. First,

we show that the reform did not lead to a reduction in the number of courses, but rather it

induced universities to consolidate similar courses’ material into a single exam, as dictated

with the official guidelines provided by the goverment. Second, empirical evidence suggests

that if anything students learned more under the reform. For instance, the fraction of

students who graduated with highest honours increased under the reform.

Using the reform as an excluded instrument, we then estimate the effect of late grad-

uation on different labor market outcomes. Our IV evidence shows that spending a year

in college beyond nominal duration is associated with better labor market outcomes after

graduation; these effects persist three years after graduation. Moreover, these positive

effects are particularly pronounced for students enrolled in Business-Econ and Political

and Social studies, whereas time to graduate has a negative effects on students enrolled in

Engineering. We provide evidence that such treatment effect heterogeneity is consistent

with Roy (1951) selection model.

We then turn to the analysis of the mechanisms that could drive these effects. We

find that the effect of the reform on time to completion is almost entirely concentrated

among students who had some employment while still in school, and that the probability

of student-employment decreases after the implementation of the reform. Therefore, our

IV estimates may simply reflect the effect of working experiences accumulated while still

enrolled in college rather than the human capital effect associated with years spent in

school beyond statutory duration.

To formalize this point, we use a model of students’ choices between time to graduation

and student-employment and use revealed preferences to restrict the substitution patterns

allowed under the reform. In future work, we plan to provide estimates from such model

and ask whether an alternative policy that is going to target a different set of compliers

(e.g. students that did not work while in school) is going to provide an higher rate of

return compared to the reform analyzed in this paper.
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2 Institutional Background and Data

2.1 Status Quo and Subsequent Reform

The Italian higher education system is organized according to the so-called “3+2” system.3

In most fields, a first level degree (“Laurea Triennale” - LT henceforth) with statutory du-

ration of three years is followed by a second-level degree (“Laurea Specialistica/Magistrale”

- LM henceforth) with statutory duration of two years.4

The “3+2” system was designed to separately offer a bachelor degree of three years (LT)

and an optional master degree (LM). However, Italian students have typically regarded

the LM degree as a natural continuation of their college career. For instance, in 2014

about 77% of students graduating from a LT declare that they would like to continue with

their studies. This statistic has been stable over time: the same figure was equal to 78%

for students graduating in a LT degree in 2007.

One of the key aspect surrounding the original implementation of the “3+2” system was

to give more autonomy to universities in designing the curriculum of each field of study.5

(Corsi di Laurea) In practice, however, this often resulted in a fragmented teaching offer

and ultimately in a large increase in the number of exams required to obtain each degree.

This was one of the main factors that led to reform6 the “3+2” system (Stefani and

Zara, 2009). Indeed, the reform introduced a cap to the number of exams (20 in LT, 12

in LM) required for graduation, but it preserved the total number of credits required to

get the degree (fixed at 180 for LT and 120 for LM).

The reform also facilitated the transition to a second level degree by allowing students

to enroll in the LM degree during the academic year and separating the accumulation

of credits across LT and LM degrees,7 while confirming the rules on the recognition of

working activities while at school as academic credits.8

Importantly, these new dispositions applied only to new enrollees. Students who en-

rolled before the new regime was enacted had to finish their degree under pre-reform

rules.9

3This system was the result from a process of convergence - often referred as the Bologna Process -
among European universities that culminated in Italy with the approval of act 509/99 which contained
the fundamental laws that compose the “3+2” system, see also Bratti et al. (2010).

4Some degrees, most prominently Law and Medicine , offer their relative degrees with a single cycle
degree with nominal length equal to 5 or 6 years (“Laurea a ciclo unico”, LCU henceforth).

5When enrolling in either LT or LM, Italian students immediately declare their major (e.g. Engineer-
ing) and their field of study (e.g. Mechanical Engineering).

6Act 270/04 and the following acts: 16/03/2007, act 386/07, act 544/07, act 61/08.
7See Chapter 1.3.2 of Stefani and Zara (2009).
8See act 270/04, article 5, comma 7
9Although it was possible for students to switch between regimes, this possibility turned out to be

complicated and costly (Stefani and Zara, 2009). In an appendix available upon request, we show that
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The universities were only required by the legislator to complete the reform process by

the academic year 2011. This resulted in a staggered implementation of the reform both

across universities and across fields of study within the same university.

2.2 Data

Our data are provided by the Alma Laurea (AL) consortium. In 2014, 91% of the Italian

college graduates population got their degree from the universities belonging to the AL

consortium. The data provided by AL combine three sources: (i) administrative data pro-

vided by the universities (e.g. duration of studies, reform status, field of study, university

and year of enrollment), (ii) additional students’ demographics (e.g. student employment

while in school, parents’ education and parents’ occupation) and (iii) follow-up surveys

1-3-5 years after graduation on labor market outcomes.

Our core estimation sample corresponds to 293,266 students with non-missing values

in key baseline characteristics and coherent reform status, who graduated in a LM degree

in the years 2007-2013. Our data is a sample of graduates. This means that we do not

observe students who enrolled but did not complete their degree, either because they’re

still enrolled in school or because they dropped out. This provides a first rationale for

focusing on students that have obtained a LM degree. The attrition rates in LM degrees

- which last two years and requires a LT degree prior to enrollment - are approximately

half of those observed for students enrolling in a first level degree.10

The second rationale is that the most students graduating from a LT enroll immedi-

ately in a LM degree, as described in Section 2.1, making LM students the most relevant

population to study for our analysis.

2.3 Summary Statistics

Table 1 provides summary statistics for our sample. 37% students graduate under the new

reform. While predetermined characteristics appear relatively balanced across regimes,

the reform affected the choices that students made while enrolled in the LM degree. For

instance, student-employment is more likely under the old regime, an element that will

prove important in the subsequent analysis.

Table 1 also shows how the averages of key covariates change by duration of studies.

First, around half of the observed students graduate on time. However, only around 14%

the fraction of “switchers” is small and we end up dropping these few cases when building our final
estimation sample.

10As an example for students enrolling in 2005-2006, attrition rates measured in the academic year
2012-2013 were 35.3% and 17.2% for LT and LM respectively, see Torrini (2013).
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of these students are able to complete their college education in five years, explaining the

high average age at entry in the LM degree.

On time students tend to have better prior grades, better socio-economic background,

as measured by parents’ occupation and education, and are less likely to have graduated

from a STEM field.

Students that graduate on time are 12% less likely to work while in school than students

who graduate two or more years late. Late students are also more likely to hold a relevant

job while enrolled in college, i.e. job position coherent with the degree in which the student

is enrolled.

Table 2 shows descriptive patterns on the labor market outcomes 1, 3 and 5 years after

graduation for the sample described in Table 1. First, notice that the response rates are

particularly high, even five years after graduation.11

Right after graduation, students’ average monthly wage is slightly above 1000 euros.

This is consistent with recent figures on the job market prospects for younger and more

educated generations in Italy (Rosolia and Torrini, 2007). Moreover, low entry wages

and high unemployment rates for college graduates is a stylized fact shared by several

Southern-European countries that has received increasing attention. Wages, employment

shares and percentage of students in a non-temporary employment relationship, tend to

increase in the years following graduation.

2.3.1 Consequences of the Reform

Figure 1, Panel (a) shows, for a given cohort of entry, the fraction of students that enrolled

under the new reform. Most universities transitioned to the new reform in the biennium

2008-2009. Consistent with the requirements provided by the central government, by 2011

virtually all students in the AL database were studying under the new regime.

As described in Section 2.1, the reform introduced a cap in the number of exams –

fixed at 12 for students enrolling in a LM degree – required in order to graduate.

To give an idea on how the reform modified the course structure in each particular

field by university combination, in Panel (b) and (c), we show the results from two event

studies where the dependent variables are an indicator equal to 1 if the student took more

than 12 exams (Panel B) and total number of exams taken by the student (Panel C).

These event studies control for field of study by university fixed effects – the institu-

11One possible reason to explain such high response rates has to do with AL’s own mission. Beside
collecting a wide array of information on Italian college graduates, AL represents in fact one of the
largest online job board in Italy (Bagues and Labini, 2009). The incentive for a student to fill up the AL
questionaire is the possibility to have uploaded, for free, her own CV into the AL CV database which is
then used by both national as well as international firms to screen for potential employees.
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tional unit exposed to the reform – and cohorts of entry fixed effects. Each point in the

graph therefore represents the average difference in the dependent variable relative to the

cohort that enrolled one year before enactment of the reform, after controlling for fixed

cohort and field by university characteristics.

Two points are worth noticing. First, the reform was largely unanticipated, as shown

by the flat profile exhibited by cohorts studying under the previous regime. Second, the

reform appears to be associated with large changes in the course structure: for the first

cohort studying under the new regime the share of students taking more than 12 exams

drops by approximately 40% and the average number of exams drops by roughly 5.

3 Reform and Time to Graduation

3.1 What did the reform do?

Table 3 provides some qualitative evidence on how a field of study in a large public

university of Rome - University of Tor Vergata - transitioned from the status quo to the

new reform. We focus on the transition experienced by the field of study denoted as

“Economic Science”.

The comparison shows that the number of qualifying exam dropped from 20 to 12 after

the reform, an higher than average drop compared to what reported in Figure 1(c). Notice

also that the total number of credits remained the same across regimes as dictated by the

law.

The re-organization of the field induced by the enactment of regime 270 appears to

follow a “clustering rule”: two previously separated courses (e.g. Growth Theory and

Development) are now merged into one. This means that a student only needs to pass one

qualifying exam instead of two to obtain the necessary credits.

This change can have important consequences given the way in which exams are orga-

nized in Italy. Indeed, Italian students are free to choose when to take a particular exam

during the academic year, with many different dates (typically around 8 in an academic)

available to take or retake a given exam.

Students enrolled under the old regime may therefore decide to spread their many

qualifying exams across the academic year as to minimize the chances of obtaining a low

grade or simply to smooth out the effort/stress costs associated with the preparation of a

given exam.

This tendency may ultimately lead to an increase in the overall duration of studies. In

fact, this provided the main rationale for the introduction of the exams’ cap in an effort

to obtain faster timing towards graduation by Italian students (Stefani and Zara, 2009).
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3.2 Event study

To estimate the effect of the reform on the probability to graduate late, we use an event

study design. In particular, we exploit variation in the timing of enactment of the new

regime across field of study by university combinations.

Our main empirical model is given by

Li = αf(i),u(i) + λu(i),c(i) +
b∑

j=a

βjR
j
f(i),u(i),c(i) +X>i γ + ri (1)

where Li is equal to one if the student graduated late from the LM degree. The functions

{c(.), u(.), f(.)} map a given student i into the cohort of entry, university and field of

study; αf(i),u(i) represents field of study by university fixed effects while λu(i),c(i) controls

for year of enrollment by university fixed effects. Xi combines a set of student level baseline

characteristics included to increase precision12 and the unemployment rate at the time of

graduation which recent studies have shown to be particularly relevant for early career

outcomes of college graduates (Oreopoulos et al., 2012).

Rj
f,u,c are leads and lags for when the particular field and university combination en-

acted the new reform. In particular, Rj
f,u,c = Rf,u1{c = ef,u+j} where Rf,u is an indicator

for whether field f in university u switched to the new regime and ef,u reports the year in

which the tuple (f, u) enacted the reform.

In estimating (1), as usual in event study frameworks (e.g. Miller (2015)), we exclude

field by university combinations that are observed in the AL sample only under the new

regime.13 This is motivated by the fact that students enrolled in these particular programs

do not affect estimation of βj for j < 0 and therefore we cannot assess the existence of

pre-existing trends for these particular institutional units.

We retain students enrolled in particular field by university combinations that are

never observed under the new reform (these cases represent 8.72% of the original sample).

Students in this particular type of programmes help to identify the coefficient on Xi as well

as the university by cohort of entry fixed effects. We also report event studies estimates

excluding these “never treated” field of studies and obtain very similar results. Relatedly,

since particular field by university combinations may be present in the data for a varying

number of years, we also report estimates in a balanced sample.

12This set includes gender, age at entry, foreign, scholarship, renting, parent’s college, cubic in high
school and LT final grade, dummies for scientific or classical high school of origin, an indicator for whether
the province of residence is the same as the province of study, whether the student’s father is a manager,
whether the student’s mother is a manager.

13The students that belong to such field/university combinations represent 2.72% of the original sample
shown in Table 1.
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The key threat for identification of {βj}bj=a is that the timing of the enactment of

the reform might be related to different underlying trends in students’ outcomes. To

account for this, we include βj for j < 0 in (1) to capture possible pre-event dynamics. An

indication that these coefficients were non-zero would suggest that we cannot distinguish

between the true effect of the reform and the prior, unobservable, trends that led to

enactment of the latter (McCrary, 2008).

Given the particular roll-out of the reform depicted in Figure 1(a) and our available

sample, we fix a = −5 and b = 314. Finally, we normalize the value of β1 = 0 and cluster

the standard errors at the university level.

3.2.1 Gap by Event Design

The reform had a differential impact across students. This motivates an extension to

model (1) that reads as follows

yi = αf(i),u(i) + λu(i),c(i) +
b∑

j=a

πj(GAPf(i),u(i) ×Rj
f(i),u(i),c(i)) +X>i γ + ri (2)

where GAPf(i),u(i) is the “Gap measure”,

GAPf,u = E[max{0, examsi − 12}|f(i) = f, u(i) = u, c(i) = ef,u − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Year Prior of Enactment

]. (3)

GAPf(i),u(i) therefore measures the intensity of the reform by comparing the gap between

the average number of exams that students enrolled in field f in university u took in

the year prior to enactment to the cap imposed by the reform (Card and Krueger, 1994;

Harasztosi et al., 2015).

Notice that, even in the case in which the βj’s for j < 0 were 0 in (1), it still might be

that the πj’s for j < 0 are different from zero in (2). For instance, students’ outcomes in

field by university that experienced higher reductions in the number of exams may be on

a particular trend that correlates with the timing of the reform.

The reason to use specifications such as (2) is twofold: first it can be used to validate

whether the main channel through which the reform operates is the reduction on the

number of required exams. Second, this type of model typically exhibits more precision.

3.3 Results

In Panel (a) of Figure 2 we report the main results from the event study design described

in (1), where the outcome variable is an indicator equal to 1 if student i graduated from

the LM degree by taking more time than nominal duration (2 years).

14We follow McCrary (2008) and bind up end-points. Results are similar for alternative windows
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We find that, while the probability of graduating late is virtually flat for cohorts

studying under the old regime, this same probability decreases significantly for the cohorts

enrolling under the new reform. In particular, for the first cohort enrolled under new

regime, this probability decreases by approximately 5 percentage points.

Moreover, for cohorts enrolling in the years following enactment of the regime this

probability decreases by roughly another 5% for each subsequent year of entry. This

happens despite the fact that the impact on the course structure is basically flat in years

following the reform, as shown by Figure 1(c).

A possible explanation for these phase-in effects is that for cohorts entering in sub-

sequent years after enactment, the percentage of students that are finishing their studies

under the old reform is decreasing, reducing therefore the “congestion” of the system15 or

the negative externalities imposed on other students, see also Garibaldi et al. (2012). A

rigorous quantification of such externalities is an interesting avenue for future research.

We obtain similar results when focusing on a subsample of students that enrolled in a

field and university combination that eventually transitioned to regime 270. Also, results

are virtually unchanged when focusing only on a balanced sample of students and to other

alterations of both samples used as well as controls.

3.3.1 Gap Specification

We now evaluate whether the effect of the reform was strongest among those field and

university that experienced largest reductions in the number of exams. The pattern of

{πj}bj=a in equation (2) is shown in Figure 2, panel (b).

First, notice that the coefficients related to cohorts entering prior to enactment, are

flat and precisely estimated around 0. This suggests that students in fields by university

combinations that have been more exposed to the reform, as measured by the so-called

Gap Measure in (3), did not experience differential and confounding pre-event dynamics.

However, cohorts entering under the new reform with higher gap, experience a sig-

nificant drop in the probability of graduating late. The after-enactment pattern of the

coefficients mimics closely the ones reported in Figure 2(a) and are precisely estimated.

4 Time to Completion and Labor Market Effects

In this section we investigate how an additional year spent beyond nominal duration maps

into labor market outcomes. The analysis uses variation induced by the introduction of

15Notice that universities may incur in several administrative difficulties in the immediate years following
enactment of the reform as they literally have to deal with two different set of students, those under regime
509/99 and those under regime 270/04.
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the reform as an instrument for timing to completion.

We discuss the plausibility of such empirical strategy in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we

provide a formal decomposition that highlights the channels through which an year late

can affect the earnings profile of a student. Section 4.3 presents the IV estimates of years

late on labor market outcomes after actual graduation.

4.1 Empirical Strategy

Our empirical approach for the following analysis relies on using the reform as an in-

strument to estimate the returns to different timing to completion. The validity of such

approach hinges on the assumption that the reform did not impact labour market out-

comes directly. This does not need to be the case. A concern is that by imposing a cap on

the number of mandatory exams, the reform has decreased the human capital accumulated

by students in a way that is not captured by associated changes in timing to graduation.

Such direct decrease in human capital might have occurred via two main channels.

First, the reform might have induced some universities to eliminate some courses in order

to comply with the cap. Second, even if the courses remained the same across pre and

post reforms, students might learn less because of the new 12 exams rule.

We now present evidence against these two particular channels. The first channel

can be ruled on the basis of the official guidelines provided by the national government

as a companion to the reform. These guidelines explicitly dictate to universities not to

decrease the quality of the teaching offer by eliminating some courses and to comply with

the imposed cap by clustering together similar courses in order to reduce the number

of mandatory verifications.16 The evidence presented in Table 3 – where we see several

similar courses getting incorporated together under the new regime – is consistent with

this provision.

The second channel is more subtle and therefore more hard to argue against. However,

if students are really learnings less under the reform, then we would expect to observe

some of the following concerning the students studying under the reform: they need more

time to write their final thesis, they are less likely to be graduating with highest honours,

they are less likely to be employed in jobs that explicitly require a LM degree, less likely

to report in post graduation surveys that their job provided enough skills for the labor

market, less likely to use knowledge acquired via the degree in their job, more likely to

enroll in post-degree specialization courses.

Figure 3 provides evidence against these facts, as we cannot not reject a null effect for

most of the event studies reported. Importantly, we find that, if anything, the reform has

16See Allegato 1, DM 26/07/2007.
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increased the fraction of students that have graduated with Summa Cum Laude, possibly

indicating that students are learning more under the reform. Consistent with this, we

cannot reject that the share of students enrolled in post-degree specialization courses is

different from zero.17 Finally, survey evidence shows that the reform did not significantly

reduce the efficiency nor the quality of the degree.

In summary, to comply with the reform universities consolidated the teaching offer

into fewer mandatory exams. Although the exclusion restriction associated with using the

reform as an instrument remains fundamentally untestable, we do not find compelling evi-

dence that such reform has directly decreased the human capital accumulated by students.

Based on this, we therefore assume that changes in human capital of students across pre

and post reforms can be captured solely by changes in timing to graduation.

4.2 Years Late and Labor Market Outcomes: A Simple Frame-
work

We now explicitly discuss how timing to graduation may affect labour market outcomes.

Let yi denote the total amount of monthly earnings that a student has accumulated T

years following the year of statutory graduation, that is yi =
∑T

t=1 yit, where yit is monthly

earnings t years after the year of statutory graduation.

Let Si denote years late and yi(Si) be the potential total earnings of student i with Si

years late. To simplify the exposition let us focus on the counterfactual comparison of a

student that is on time, yi(0), vs. one year late, yi(1). We can decompose such difference

as follows

yi(1)− yi(0) = [yi1(1)− yi1(0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Foregone Earnings

+ [yi1(0)− yiT (0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Experience Effect

+
T−1∑
t=1

[yit+1(1)− yit(0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Private Return

(4)

This decomposition is useful because it allows us to disentangle three different channels

through which late graduation can exhibit an effect on earnings. We now analyze and

provide intuition for each separate effect

1. Foregone Earnings: This represents the opportunity cost associated with late

graduation: by exiting one year late students are potentially giving up one year

of earnings and have to pay an extra year of tuition which we shall assume to be

already subtracted to yi1(1). This is conceptually identical to the opportunity cost

described in the returns to education literature, see Card (1994).

17Post-degree specialization courses are typically taken by Italian students when the human capital
provided by the LM degree is not sufficient to find a satisfactory job.
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2. Experience Effect: If a student exits on time then the student will have accu-

mulated one extra year of labor market experience compared to a counterfactual in

which the student has exited one year late. This is captured by the growth rate of

earnings from t = 1 to t = T for a student that graduated on time, i.e. yiT (0)−yi1(0).

3. Private Return: This captures how the labor market discriminates between one

year late vs being on time. If staying one extra year in school increases the human

capital of the student, we expect this effect to be positive. On the other hand, this

effect may be negative if the extra year in school resulted in a depreciation of human

capital or if employers statistically discriminate against late students. Notice that

we can rewrite the private return simply as

T−1∑
t=1

[yit+1(1)− yit(0)] =
T−1∑
`=1

[Yi`(1)− Yi`(0)] (5)

where Yi`(Si) measures counterfactual earnings ` years after actual graduation for a

student that graduates Si years late.

When discussing the implications of late graduation, it is typical to highlight the costs of

this choice, which are given by foregone earnings and experience effect (Dynarski, 2016;

Oreopoulos and Petronijevic, 2013; Bound et al., 2012). Less emphasis has been placed

on whether private returns are actually positive or negative.

In the AL data we have data on earnings t ∈ {1, 3, 5} years after actual graduation.

We can therefore identify the average private return of late graduation on students that

changed their timing to completion because of the reform. We can also identify the

magnitude of the average experience effect for compliers using results from Abadie (2002).

However, as we can only observe earnings once the student has graduated, we do not have

data on yit(Si) if Si > t and the student has worked while still in school.

Since the AL dataset is more suited to estimate private returns and the latter provide

the crucial information to understand whether an extra year in school might represent a

positive investment for the student, we next present IV estimates of what we labelled as

private returns in (4).

4.3 Results on The Human Capital Effect of Years Late

Following the discussion above, we now show the results obtained from the following model

Yi` = αf(i),u(i) + λu(i),c(i) + δ`Si +X>i γ + ri (6)

where Yi` is monthly earnings of student i, ` years after actual graduation. Si ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5}
is years late, where Si = 0 means that the student has graduated on time. Therefore δ`
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measures how the labor market rewards on average s extra years spent in school, t years

after actual graduation.

To estimate δ`, we will be instrumenting Si with reform dummies interacted with the

Gap measure.18 One thing that is important to notice in (6) is that in our set of controls

we include a business cycle indicator that is measured at the time of exit. This allows us

to control for the fact that two students who enrolled in the same year but graduated in

different years might have entered the labor market under different conditions.

Figure 4 shows gap-event study estimates on labour market outcomes. These reduced

form, or intent to treat (ITT) estimates, are all negative in the post-reform. This indi-

cates that the reform has therefore decreased post-graduation labour market outcomes.

Importantly, as discussed in Section 4.1, these negative ITT coefficients seem at odds with

a story in which students are now learning less under the reform, since for instance we

see in Figure 3 that the fraction of students graduating with highest honours is increasing

under the new reform.

Table 4 reports IV and OLS estimates of (6) separately for t = 1 (Panel A) and

t = 3 (Panel B) and report the results in Table 4. Interestingly, the IV estimates often

reverse the pattern of OLS. For instance, when considering the probability of working one

year after graduation, Si has a negative coefficient under OLS but a large, positive and

statistically significant effect under IV. Looking at earnings one year after graduation, we

see that one extra year in school is associated with around 140 more monthly euros (20%);

a similar and slightly larger magnitude is found also in the log wages specification.

Panel (B) reports the results for the same conditional outcomes, measured three years

after graduation. One current limitation is that we do not observe many students with

these longer term outcomes that are covered under the reform, which therefore limits our

precision. Nevertheless, we find that graduating late has a statistically significant effect

on monthly earnings also three years after graduation: on average, students continue to

earn 130 monthly euros (13%) more per year late, a magnitude that is only slightly smaller

than the one found in Panel (A).

18Specifically, we will be using GAPf(i),u(i) ×Rj
c(i),f(i),u(i). Results are robust, but slightly less precise,

when using alternative instruments (e.g. only reform dummies). One limitation that we currently face is
that we do not observe students under the new reform 5 years after actual graduation. Therefore we fix
t ∈ {1, 3}. Moreover, for outcomes measured 3 years after graduation, due to current sample limitations,
we change the end points by setting a = −3, b = 2; results are robust to alternative binning strategies
although slightly less precise.
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5 Discussion

As shown in Table 1, years late is associated with higher probability of employment while

in school. Student-employment in Italy (especially when focusing on LM students) often

represents a complementary experience that students can undertake to improve their career

prospects. However, the decision of working while in school may ultimately crowd-out the

time spent on pure academic activities. Student unions often bring this argument up as

an explanation for increasing time to completion.19

As a consequence, the IV estimates presented above can partly reflect the benefit of

having accumulated some working experience while still enrolled in school. Unfortunately,

adding student employment as a control in equation (6) is problematic, as the decision of

working while in school is endogenous. More importantly, this decision can be changed

in response to the introduction of the new regime. In particular, the new policy likely

reduced the total effort cost of graduating on time by reducing the number of mandatory

exams. Students can therefore respond to the reform by reducing their time to graduation.

However, in doing so, they might also decide to give up working opportunities while in

school, especially if there exist large complementarities in effort costs between studying

and working while in school.

Direct observation of such type of adjustments is however impossible because it requires

knowledge of what choices the student would have made if exposed to the alternative

regime (Kline and Tartari, 2016). Nevertheless, a useful starting point is to consider what

happens to the marginal probabilities associated to the interaction of timing to graduation

and working while in school indicators. This is the focus of the next section.

5.1 Working while in School and Timing to Completion

Figure 5, Panel A shows how the reform affected the shares of students that are late and

worked as well as the share that are late and did not work while enrolled in school. Panel

B is similar but considers students who graduated on time.

Some interesting patterns emerge from this figure. Panel A shows that the majority

of outflows from late graduation in the post-reform period comes from students who held

some employment while in school. Clearly, there is no a-priori reasons to expect these

students to give up employment opportunities now that they are graduating on time. If

that is the case, then we would expect the post-reform coefficients on the probability that

a student is on time and did not work while in school to be close to zero.

Panel (B) provides evidence that this is not the case: there is a significant inflow of

19See for instance Il Fatto Quotidiano, 15 of July, 2012.
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students that graduated on time but did not work while in school after enactment of

the reform, just slightly smaller than the inflow of on time students who did work after

enactment of the reform.

To summarize, the reform did not impact the share of “lazy” students (students that

graduates beyond nominal duration and did not work while in school), and it probably

induced substitution patterns between the choices associated with timing to graduate and

student-employment, a point that we formalize in Section 6.

5.2 Heterogeneity Analysis

It is useful for the current discussion to present some heterogeneity analysis. Table 5 re-

ports estimates from the main model of equation (6) adding coefficients obtained from the

interaction of timing to graduation with majors indicators and using the reform dummy

interacted with major indicators as additional exclusion restrictions. We report estimates

for the 4 most popular majors: Engineering, Humanities, Business and Economics, Polit-

ical and Social Studies.

Column 1 of Table 5 shows that the IV estimates on earnings, one year after graduation

on the interaction of Political and Social Studies as well as Business and Econ is large and

statistically significant. Conversely, the same effect for students in Engineering is negative

while the interaction coefficient on Humanities is statistically undistinguishable from zero.

To better interpret these findings, Table 5 from Column 2 reports additional statistics

for these majors. For instance, the share of students in Engineering is around 17% while

when we compute the same share for the compliers of the reform using the methods of

Abadie (2002), we find that this share is larger and around 22%. The opposite trend

is observed for Business and Econ. Given the treatment effect heterogeneity patterns

highlighted in Column 1 of Table 5, students’ choices appear to be consistent with Roy

(1951) selection models: those that are more likely to benefit from graduating on time

(e.g. those in Engineering) are more likely to comply with the reform and graduate on

time.

Finally, it is useful to relate heterogeneity in treatment effects with the share of students

that held a relevant job while in school. We can see that in the majors where this share

is highest (Business-Econ, Political and Social Studies) is also where the local treatment

effect of years late is the largest. This is consistent with a story in which, for majors like

Business-Econ where the course-work is likely to be less formal and technical compare

to Engineering, staying an extra year can result in substantially better future earnings.

Whether this is because the extra year means better accumulation of human capital is the

focus of the next section.
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6 Student Choice Problem

Consider a population of students indexed by i = 1, . . . , N enrolled in a LM degree and

in their final nominal year. Students decide how much effort to dedicate to academic and

extra curricular activities.

To simplify the exposition, we assume that this results into two choices: whether to

take an extra year in school (S = 1) and to work while still enrolled in school (W = 1).

Each student is exposed to a regime which determines how many mandatory exams

the student has to take in order to graduate, denoted by Ez. The subscript z indexes

regime, with E1 indicating the new reform (i.e. E1 = 12) and E0 the previous status quo,

which implies E0 ≥ E1.

Given a policy regime z, student i chooses (S,W ) to maximize her utility defined over

average earnings per year, extra year spent in school and working while in school, that is

U z
i (Yi(S,W ), S,W ) (7)

where Yi(S,W ) represents earnings after graduation, similarly to traditional models of

optimal schooling, see Becker (1967), Card (1999), and Card (1994). We assume that (7)

takes a quasi-linear form and can therefore be written as

U z
i (Yi(S,W ), S,W ) = Yi(S,W )− Ωz

i (S,W )

= Yi(S,W )− riS − (1− S)ωS
i (Ez)− ωW

i W − ω
S,W
i (Ez)W (1− S)

(8)

where Yi(S,W ) represents expected earnings after graduation associated with choice (S,W ).

Consistent with the main exclusion restriction underlying our IV strategy, we do not index

this term with the policy regime. ri is the opportunity cost of staying an extra year in

school beyond nominal duration, i.e. the foregone earnings and higher tuitions to be paid

if the entry in the labor market is delayed.

ωS
i (Ez) captures the effort cost of graduating on time. Importantly, this term is indexed

by the policy regime. This is done to highlight the fact that if a student wants to graduate

on time, then the total effort cost associated with this choice is going to be lower under

z = 1 versus z = 0, that is

ωS
i (E0) ≥ ωS

i (E1). (9)

ωW
i represents a combination of hassle costs that the student has to undertake in order to

find a job while still in school. This is not indexed by z in accordance to what described

in Section 2 of the paper. Finally ωS,W
i (Ez) captures complementarities in effort costs

between working while in school and timing to graduation. We assume that this term is

policy invariant, that is

ωS,W
i (E0) = ωS,W

i (E1) = ωS,W
i (10)
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Under (9)-(10) and given (8), revealed preferences reduce the number of potential

response-types from 16 to 8. The allowable substitution patterns are represented in Table

6. There are four types of compliers induced by the change of policy, as represented by

the coloured boxes of Table 6.

It is easy to show that under (8)-(9)-(10), by revealed preferences, the IV estimator of

years late computed in Table 4 represents a weighted average of treatment effects defined

over the set of compliers shown in Table 6.20

Table 6 provides the foundation for the structural estimation that we plan to provide

in the future. Using the reform dummies as excluded instruments, we plan to estimate

a selection model that is going to allow us to identify the substitution patterns reported

in Table 6, following a similar strategy as in Kline and Walters (2016). Given these

substitution patterns plus the aforementioned exclusion restriction, in a second step we

are going to estimate the treatment effect of years late and disentangle the latter from

the treatment effect of employment while in college. Given these new, more interpretable,

treatment effects, we are going to ask whether a new policy that is going to target a new

set of compliers than the one reported in Figure 5 (i.e. students that did not work while

in school) is going to provide an higher rate of return.

7 Conclusion

Our analysis uses a recent reform by the Italian government in order to study timing to

graduate and its impact on subsequent labour market outcomes. The reform achieved

its main goal: it reduced the number of students graduating late. However, it appears

that the reform ultimately “backfired” as post-graduation labour market outcomes, such

as earnings, are lowered under the reform. We provide evidence that the reform did not

decrease learning and find via an IV design that years late tend to be associated with

better labour market outcomes. In future work, we plan to use a model of student choice

to understand whether this effect is simply reflecting the fact that years late are associated

with an higher probability of employment while in school or if an extra year in college, even

if it is beyond nominal duration, is associated with more human capital being accumulated

by the student.

20This is related to the analysis of instrumental variables models when treatment consists of a multi-
nomial set (Heckman et al., 2008; Kline and Walters, 2015). For instance, Pinto (2015) restricts the
allowable substitution patterns associated with the Moving to Opportunity experiment invoking revealed
preferences axioms combined with the assumption that a neighborhood is a normal good.
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Figure 1: Evidence on the Reform

(a) Adoption Rates
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Note: Panel (a) shows, for a given year, the fraction of students that enrolled under the new reform. Panel (b) and (c) provides event study
estimates where the dependent variable is an indicator for whether the student took more than 12 exams (Panel b) and total number of exams
taken (Panel c). The event study controls for field by university and cohort of entry fixed effects. We omit the coefficient for those students
that have enrolled in the year prior to the enactment of the new regime. The straight line indicate first entry cohort that studies under the
new reform. 95% confidence intervals are obtained after clustering the standard errors at the university level.
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Figure 2: Results on Graduating Late

(a) Baseline
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(b) Gap by Event
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Note: This figure displays the effect of the reform on an indicator equal to 1 if the student graduated late. In every graph, the line at 0
indicates the first entry cohort of students enrolled under the new reform. We normalize the coefficient associated with students entering in
the year before the reform to zero. Panel (a) shows estimates from the event study design of equation (1), see text for more details. Panel (b)
present the estimates from the Gap design of equation (2) in which we interact pre and post event study dummies with the reduction in the
number of exams in the associated field and university combination. 95% confidence intervals are obtained after clustering the standard errors
at the university level.
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Figure 3: Placebo Tests
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(c) Working in a job that requires a LM degree
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(d) Degree provided enough skills for the job
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(e) Knowledge from school used in the job
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(f) Enrolled in post-degree specialization
courses
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Note: This figure provides event study estimates, using the framework highlighted in equation (1), in order to test whether the reform has
decreased the human capital of students directly via the imposition of the cap. Panel (a) uses as a dependent variable an indicator equal to 1
if the student took more than 9 months to write the final thesis required in order to graduate from a LM degree. Panel (b) uses as a dependent
variable an indicator equal to 1 if the student graduated with highest honours (Summa cum Laude) from the LM degree. Panel (d) and (e)
uses post-graduation survey evidence. Panel (d) plots event study estimates when using as dependent variable an indicator equal to 1 if the
student declares that the degree provided enough skills for the job in which she is employed, one year after graduation. Similarly, for Panel (e).
Finally, the last Panel shows event study estimates when using as a dependent variable an indicator equal to 1 if the student is enrolled in any
type of post-degree specialization courses (e.g. Master di Primo Livello). 95% confidence intervals are obtained after clustering the standard
errors at the university level.
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Figure 4: Reduced Form Evidence, 1 year after graduation
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Note: This figure displays the effect of the reform on labour market outcomes, 1 year after graduation. In particular, each figure presents the
estimates from the Gap design of equation (2) in which we interact pre and post event study dummies with the reduction in the number of
exams in each field and university combination. Estimates in Panel (b) are based on the sample of students that are working, one year after
graduation. 95% confidence intervals are obtained after clustering the standard errors at the university level.
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Figure 5: Substitution Patterns and the Reform: Working and Graduating on Time.

(a) Late and Working Indicators
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(b) On Time and Working Indicators
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Note: This figure provides event study estimates, using the framework highlighted in equation (1), in order to understand which group of
students are more likely to comply with the reform. Panel (A) shows event study coefficients from two event study estimates, as described in
equation (1), where the two dependent variables are an interaction of whether a student graduated late and an indicator for whether a student
has worked while enrolled in college, similarly for Panel (B). Standard errors are omitted in order to facilitate the reading of these graphs.
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Variable Pre-‐Reform Post-‐Reform On	  Time 1yr 2yrs	  or	  more

Constant 0.6264 0.3736 0.5175 0.3393 0.1432

Background	  Characteristics
Age	  at	  Entry 24.0642 24.0682 24.1350 23.7740 24.5067

(4.4648) (4.3179) (4.9453) (3.5212) (4.2036)
Female 0.5741 0.6046 0.6007 0.5740 0.5576
Foreign 0.0060 0.0069 0.0065 0.0064 0.0054
Scholarship 0.2136 0.2167 0.2188 0.2232 0.1802
High	  School	  Final	  Grade 85.6605 85.5501 86.1643 85.4530 84.0432

(12.2753) (12.3210) (12.3446) (12.1489) (12.2949)
Parents'	  College 0.2929 0.2950 0.3006 0.2933 0.2700
Grade	  (LT) 102.0381 102.0639 102.7022 101.5101 100.9565

(7.7708) (7.3061) (7.6413) (7.3998) (7.6966)
Scientific	  High	  School 0.4311 0.4320 0.4363 0.4334 0.4092
Humanities	  High	  School 0.1692 0.1580 0.1629 0.1679 0.1655
STEM	  Field 0.3057 0.2710 0.2730 0.3116 0.3194
Same	  Province	   0.4653 0.4447 0.4518 0.4556 0.4837
Manager	  Father 0.2342 0.2158 0.2373 0.2206 0.2071
Manager	  Mother 0.0728 0.0710 0.0759 0.0697 0.0645

Choices	  while	  in	  LM	  Degree
No	  Work 0.2482 0.2940 0.2971 0.2560 0.1726
Not	  Relevant	  Job 0.4793 0.4858 0.4693 0.5107 0.4579
Relevant	  Job 0.2724 0.2203 0.2336 0.2333 0.3695
Erasmus 0.0851 0.0933 0.0775 0.1066 0.0829
Total	  Number	  of	  Students 293,266
Number	  of	  Fields	  by	  University 1,741

By	  Regime	  Status By	  Years	  Late
Table	  1:	  Summary	  Statistics

Note:	  	  The	  first	  row	  reports	  the	  shares	  corresponding	  to	  the	  columns.	  For	  instance	  0.6264	  reports	  the	  fraction	  of	  students	  
that	  graduated	  from	  the	  pre-‐reform	  period.	  	  Relevant	  Job	  is	  an	  indicator	  equal	  to	  one	  if	  the	  student	  had	  a	  job	  while	  enrolled	  
in	  the	  LM/LS	  degree	  that	  was	  coherent	  with	  degree	  in	  which	  she	  was	  enrolled	  and	  the	  job	  was	  neither	  seasonal	  or	  irregular.	  	  
Summa	  Cum	  Laude	  is	  an	  indicator	  equal	  to	  1	  if	  the	  student	  has	  graduated	  with	  highest	  honors.	  Grade	  (LT)	  is	  the	  final	  grade	  
obtained	  by	  the	  student	  when	  graduating	  from	  the	  first	  level	  degree,	  denoted	  as	  LT	  (Laurea	  Triennale).	  Same	  province	  is	  an	  
indicator	  for	  	  	  whether	  the	  student's	  resident	  address	  is	  in	  the	  same	  province	  as	  the	  university	  that	  she	  attends.	  Standard	  
deviation	  are	  in	  parenthesis.	  



Variable 1yr	   3yrs 5yrs

Labour	  Market	  Condition
Response	  Rate 0.8907 0.8332 0.7692
Employed 0.7120 0.8354 0.8745
Unemployed 0.2282 0.1293 0.0950

Type	  of	  Contract/Occupation
Permanent 0.2462 0.4695 0.6605
Temporary 0.4700 0.3749 0.2697
No	  Contract 0.0576 0.0302 0.0141
Grad/Spec	  	  School 0.2262 0.1254 0.0557

Type	  of	  Job
Same	  Job	  as	  in	  School 0.2440 0.1652 0.1363
Different	  Job	  as	  in	  School 0.1100 0.1679 0.1937
New	  Job 0.6644 0.6669 0.6700

Additional	  Information
Wage 1040.6400 1195.5340 1353.7480

(506.8777) (524.8716) (575.9138)
Full	  Time 0.7848 0.8156 0.8392
Months	  to	  find	  job 2.1353 5.2059 8.1476

(3.2866) (7.5223) (12.0229)
Number	  of	  Students 293,266
Number	  of	  Fields	  by	  University 1,741

Table	  2:	  Summary	  Statistics	  -‐	  Labour	  Market	  Outcomes

Note:	  This	  table	  shows	  labour	  market	  outcomes	  of	  Italian	  graduates	  with	  non-‐missing	  values	  
in	  key	  covariates	  and	  reform	  status	  1-‐3-‐5	  years	  after	  having	  graduated.	  Standard	  deviation	  
are	  in	  parenthesis.	  All	  statistics	  regarding	  type	  of	  contract,	  type	  of	  job,	  wage,	  full	  time	  and	  
months	  to	  find	  job	  	  are	  reported	  only	  for	  students	  that	  are	  employed.	  Wages	  for	  students	  
that	  are	  in	  Grad/Spec	  School	  are	  missing.	  	  Graduation	  cohorts	  that	  are	  observed	  1	  year	  after	  
graduation	  are	  2007-‐2013;	  for	  3yrs	  after	  graduation	  2007-‐2011;	  for	  5yrs	  after	  graduation	  
2007-‐2009.



Name%of%the%Exam Number%of%Credits Name%of%the%Exam Number%of%Credits

Game%Theory 5 Game%Theory 5

Information%Economics 5 Information%Economics 5

Economic%History 5 Economic%History 5

Mathematical%Methods%for%Econ 5

Optimization 5

Public%Finance 5

Macroeconomics 5 Macroeconomics 5

International%Economics 5 International%Economics 5

Statistical%Methods%for%Econ 5

Econometrics 5

Growth%Theory 5

Development%Economics 5

Monetary%Economics 5

International%Monetary%Economics 5

Competition%Law 5 International%Monetary%Econ 5

Corporate%Law 5

Administrative%Law 5

International%Accounting 5

Finance%and%Governance 5

Management%of%Service%Firms 5

Management%of%Service%Firms 5

Extra%Activities 11

Final%Thesis 20 Final%Thesis 24

#%of%Credits 120 #%of%Credits 120

#%of%Exams 20 #%of%Exams 12

Table&3:%Changes&in&the&Course&Structure&induced&by&the&Reform&

Economic%Science%OPre%Reform Economic%Science%O%Post%Reform

University%of%Tor%Vergata%O%Rome

Note:&This%table%lists%the%%courses%that%a%student%enrolled%in%the%field%of%study%"Economic%Science"%in%the%University%of%Tor%Vergata%has%to%perform%if%

enrolled%under%the%old%and%the%new%regime%(introduced%in%academic%year%2009O2010).%%The%plan%of%study%for%the%student%under%the%preOreform%

assumes%that%the%extra%exam%corresponds%to%economic%history.%The%plan%of%study%for%the%student%%under%the%new%regime%assumes%that%the%student%
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Working Working Log	  Wage Log	  Wage Earnings Earnings
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel	  (a):	  1	  Year	  After	  Graduation

Years	  Late -‐0.0145*** 0.1863*** 0.0057 0.2433*** -‐5.9379 138.9751***
(0.0019) (0.0333) (0.0040) (0.0358) (3.6980) (38.3463)

Over-‐Id	  (pvalue) .886 .629 .687
Mean	  Dep.	  Var .716 .716 6.786 6.786 678.081 678.081
Method OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV
Observations 206685 206685 112160 112160 170854 170854
Panel	  (b):	  3	  Years	  After	  Graduation

Years	  Late -‐0.0237*** 0.0413 -‐0.0196*** 0.1011 -‐40.1468*** 127.8543**
(0.0019) (0.0399) (0.0023) (0.0782) (3.4729) (55.6331)

Over-‐Id	  (pvalue) .843 .664 .659
Mean	  Dep.	  Var .849 .849 6.965 6.965 986.518 986.518
Method OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV
Observations 113433 113433 82162 82162 99355 99355

Table	  4:	  Private	  Returns

Note:	  This	  table	  shows	  OLS	  and	  IV	  estimates	  of	  a	  regression	  where	  the	  dependent	  variable	  is	  a	  labour	  market	  
outcome	  defined	  in	  column	  (1)-‐(6)	  measured	  in	  the	  year	  following	  graduation.	  The	  IV	  estimates	  uses	  as	  excluded	  
instrument	  reform	  dummies	  interacted	  with	  Gap	  measure,	  see	  text	  for	  further	  details.	  Earnings	  for	  students	  that	  are	  
in	  grad/specialization	  school	  are	  not	  observed	  and	  therefore	  are	  set	  to	  missing.	  All	  regressions	  are	  computed	  using	  
the	  student's	  background	  characteristics	  and	  the	  unemployment	  indicator	  at	  the	  time	  of	  exit	  as	  controls.	  Results	  also	  
controls	  for	  field	  by	  university	  fixed	  effects	  as	  well	  as	  university	  by	  year	  of	  entry	  fixed	  effects,	  see	  text	  for	  further	  
details.	  Standard	  errors	  are	  reported	  in	  parenthesis	  and	  are	  clustered	  at	  the	  university	  level.	  



Earnings Shares	  of	  students	  in	  each	  major Shares	  	  among	  compliers Share	  with	  Relevant	  Job	  While	  in	  School
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Years	  Late 117.5459***
(36.8246)

Humanities -‐10.9050 0.0963 0.0945 0.2252
(17.9174)

Business-‐Econ 76.0902*** 0.1712 0.0711 0.3251
(27.5685)

Political	  and	  Social	  Studies 72.5367*** 0.1268 0.1279 0.3227
(18.5637)

Engineering -‐163.8984*** 0.1749 0.2162 0.1423
(16.5470)

Table	  5:	  Heterogeneity	  Across	  Majors

Note:	  Column	  (1)	  shows	  IV	  estimates	  of	  years	  late	  on	  earnings	  one	  year	  after	  graduation.	  These	  IV	  estimates	  are	  computed	  by	  interacted	  years	  late	  with	  majors	  indicators.	  In	  
particular,	  the	  first	  row	  reports	  the	  coefficient	  on	  the	  main	  effect	  while	  the	  rows	  below	  	  report	  the	  coefficient	  of	  the	  interaction	  of	  timing	  to	  graduate	  and	  the	  listed	  majors.	  
Excluded	  instruments	  are	  given	  by	  reform	  dummies	  interacted	  with	  Gap	  measure	  plus	  a	  reform	  dummy	  interacted	  with	  major	  indicators,	  see	  text	  for	  further	  details.	  IV	  
estimates	  in	  Column	  (1)	  are	  computed	  using	  student's	  background	  characteristics	  and	  the	  unemployment	  indicator	  at	  the	  time	  of	  exit	  as	  controls	  and	  also	  controls	  for	  field	  
by	  university	  fixed	  effects	  as	  well	  as	  university	  by	  year	  of	  entry	  fixed	  effects.	  Column	  (2)	  reports	  the	  share	  of	  students	  enrolled	  in	  each	  major.	  Column	  (3)	  reports	  these	  share	  
within	  the	  population	  of	  compliers,	  using	  the	  methodology	  of	  Abadie	  (2002).	  Column	  (4)	  reports	  the	  overall	  share	  of	  students	  that	  held	  a	  relevant	  job	  while	  in	  school	  for	  
each	  of	  the	  four	  majors	  listed	  in	  the	  table.	  	  Standard	  errors	  are	  reported	  in	  parenthesis	  and	  are	  clustered	  at	  the	  university	  level.	  



Note:	  This	  table	  reports	  the	  substitution	  patterns	  allowed	  under	  model	  (9)	  combined	  with	  assumption	  (10)	  and	  (11)	  of	  the	  main	  text.	  The	  grey	  boxes	  indicate	  that	  the	  associate	  substitution	  pattern	  represents	  a	  violation	  of	  the	  Weak	  Axiom	  of	  Revealed	  
Preferences	  (WARP).	  Coloured	  boxes	  represent	  the	  subtitution	  patterns	  allowed	  by	  the	  reform.	  When	  the	  boxes	  report	  the	  equal	  sign,	  then	  this	  mean	  that	  the	  student	  would	  not	  change	  her	  decision	  regarding	  time	  to	  graduate	  and	  student	  employment	  if	  
exposed	  to	  the	  counterfactual	  regime.	  	  	  	  

Table	  6:	  Substitution	  Patterns	  allowed	  by	  the	  Reform

↓Time	  to	  graduate
On	  Time,	  	  Job	  while	  in	  School =

↑Worked =Worked

Late,	  No	  Job	  while	  in	  School =

Late,	  	  Job	  while	  in	  School =

Policy	  0:	  Large	  Number	  of	  Mandatory	  Exams

Policy	  1:	  12	  Mandatory	  
Exams

On	  Time,	  No	  Job	  while	  in	  School On	  Time,	  	  Job	  while	  in	  School Late,	  No	  Job	  while	  in	  School Late,	  	  Job	  while	  in	  School

On	  Time	  	  No	  Job	  while	  in	  School =
=Worked ↓Worked

↓Time	  to	  graduate ↓Time	  to	  graduate

↓Time	  to	  graduate
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